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The Search for the Monster
of Lake Quannapowitt AUTOBIOGRAPHY

I was raised in Brooklyn, NY, but have lived just outside of 
Boston since graduating from Cornell University in 2003.  I 
earned a degree in General Studies at the School of Agricul-

ture and Life Sciences, focusing on organism-level biology – I was fasci-
nated by the characteristics and life histories of birds, snakes, mammals 
and amphibians. I loved sketching specimens in my ornithology, herpe-
tology and entomology classes.  I never knew quite what to do with my 
experience – I tried field research but it wasn’t quite right. After school, 
I worked for a handful of non-profits & social ventures, working on 
volunteer management and intern recruitment. While I enjoyed helping 
people make connections and supporting a good cause, the day-to-day 
work was never satisfying in the long run, especially after the “honey-
moon” period of active learning at the beginning of a new job. 

I finally decided to make a major career change in 2011. I knew 
how much I had enjoyed sketching to learn about the world, and while 
watching a pencil test and feeling the magic of the sketchy lines coming 
to life, I realized that I wanted to pursue animation. I saw the potential 
for lifelong learning in a new field, where creative problem solving is 
a daily challenge and new projects bring the opportunity to learn how 
things move and work. I decided to enroll in the Academy of Art Uni-
versity’s online Master of Fine Arts in 2D Animation to gain the skills I 
needed to start my new career. 

Throughout my life, I have relied on the stories in books and ani-
mated films to bring joy, comfort and stability into my life. Well-con-
structed, engaging stories have buoyed me through tough times and 
reinforced my enjoyment of happy events, giving me new lenses with 
which to view my world. I want to create illustrations and moving pic-
tures to tell stories that make things better.

As I am planning to stay in the Boston area, where the animation 
industry is relatively small, I want to remain flexible with my career 
goals. I would definitely be interested in working for one of the lo-
cal studios that produce educational animation such as FableVision, 
Cloudkid or Soup 2 Nuts. I love the idea of creating animated, inter-
active book apps and would be interested in pursuing that route. I also 
believe that my animation skills will support freelance illustration work. 
In addition, I would be interested in someday teaching at a local art 
school, once I have a few more years of experience in the field. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
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The Search for the Monster
of Lake Quannapowitt RESUMÉ

Sarah Lynne Reul           
85 Cedar Street, Wakefield, MA 01880         email: thereul@gmail.com           cell: (617) 388-9394           reuler.com            

WORK  EXPERIENCE:   
Freelance Illustrator, 2011 - Present
Sarah Lynne Reul Illustration, Wakefield, MA
Projects include book cover & interior illustrations for “The Smith Family Secret” series by Alison Potoma, illustrations for “ADHD Siblings Workbook” by Barton Herskovitz and 
Animal Masks for the Museum of Science Discovery Center.

Art Intern, Spring 2014
FableVision, Boston, MA                                                   
Designed and animated on several Flash animation projects for educational media development. Assisted with illustration projects. 

                                                                                            
Overnight Program Instructor, Fall 2008 - Spring 2014
Museum of Science, Boston, MA                                                   
Developed and taught interactive one-hour workshops to children staying overnight at the Museum.   Facilitated drop-in science, math and technology activities in the exhibit halls 
using the Overnight Program curriculum.  Presented animal demonstrations and encouraged exploration of exhibits.

Intern Program Coordinator 2008-2011, Youth Volunteer Recruiter  2010-2011
Museum of Science, Boston, MA
Recruited and hired 500+ interns across 40+ departments, averaging 75 new interns per trimester. Coordinated placement of 100+ youth volunteers. Improved timesheet tracking 
and reporting systems. Organized 40+ informal events and annual Intern Dessert Reception with 200+ attendees. Budgeted $60,000+ annually. 

Senior East Coast Director & Communications Manager 2006-2008,  New England Regional Director 2005 - 2008
Better World Books, Mishawaka, IN (worked remotely from Somerville, MA)                            
Hired, trained and supervised team of two Regional Directors. Coordinated daily, weekly and semester goals. Recruited and motivated student volunteers to lead successful book 
drives at 90+ colleges across New England and Eastern Canada. Facilitated collections of 200,000+ books, raising $90,000+ in support of worldwide literacy programs. Directed mar-
keting team to edit, redesign and brand web content, video, posters and 30+ documents for internal and external messaging. Initiated overhaul of Customer Relationship Manage-
ment system to improve data consistency and reporting, provided technical support to coworkers.
             

EDUCATION:                                                                                                                    
Academy of Art University, San Francisco, CA (online).  MFA in 2D Animation expected Fall 2014. 
Cornell University, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences. Ithaca, NY.  B.S. in General Studies, cum laude, 2003. Concentrations in Organism Level Biology & French. 
McGill University, Montreal, QC. Study Abroad (program through SUNY Plattsburgh). Fall 2002          

ADDITIONAL EXPERIENCE:                                          
Volunteer at Wakefield Farmer’s Market                     June 2012 - Present
Volunteer at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center NICU                                                              December 2010 - Present 
Fluent in French.  Computer skills: Photoshop, Premiere, TVP Paint, Flash, Office, Salesforce CRM
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of Lake Quannapowitt FINAL PROJECT SYNOPSIS

FINAL PROJECT SYNOPSIS
 “The Search for the Monster of Lake Quannapowitt” is a three-minute film, animated by hand through an all-digital pipeline.  I created the    

project to demonstrate my 2D animation skills, including character and environment design, storytelling, character acting, effects animation, timing 

and pacing. 

 Character sketches, storyboard thumbnails and some experiments for basic posing were sketched with pencil on paper, otherwise all work was 

done with a Cintiq and a Mac, using TVPaint for all animation, Photoshop for background painting and Premiere for editing clips together. I used    

Garageband to record voiceovers and to do basic sound editing with the help of Alison Potoma and Nick Malfroy-Camine. Zoe Yang, a recent AAU 

Sound Production MFA graduate did some of the sound design. We had planned to collaborate on the music, but scheduling issues complicated the 

process, so I ended up managing most of the sound, collecting royalty-free music and effects from Garageband and Freesound.org. 

 In terms of the story, I believe that all places deserve at least a little magic. Lake Quannapowitt in Wakefield, MA, a ten minute walk from our 

house, has rarely had a monster sighting - I wanted to fill that void. I also love drawing monsters, so a candidate search for a new lake monster provided 

a great excuse to create and animate all kinds of weird, funny creatures.  

 For the style of animation, I wanted a hand-made aesthetic. I tried to create a world that looked like it had been drawn by a person, yet felt 

complete enough in its details to believably exist. For the animation linework, I decided to avoid super-clean, Disney-style lines, since I’ve always found 

the roughness of pencil tests to be very appealing.  This style of linework initally presented an issue when trying to quickly color the frames, but then I 

discovered that the TVPaint plugin LazyBrush worked wonderfully with the looser, pencilly lines. 

 I plan to submit my thesis project to a number of film festivals and competitions. I would love to have the online debut through Cartoon Brew’s 

student festival in the Spring; although I know it’s quite competitive. I will hold off on posting a public version of my thesis online until after the results 

from that contest are announced. 
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of Lake Quannapowitt MIDPOINT PROPOSAL

MIDPOINT PROPOSAL
 At the time of my midpoint presentation, the runtime of my project was 2:45, without intro or credits. One of the main points of feedback 

during my midpoint review was the suggestion to scale back the animation to under two minutes, which I did do the following semester, removing the 

exposition at the beginning and the library scene (original storyboards are included in my Final Review Portfolio document). However, during later 

story revisions, the time ended up expanding again, to about 2:50 for animation alone (plus about :40 for intro/credits).  I had felt that some element 

was missing; after discussions with my advisor, Sam Fleming, we determined that demonstrating the passage of time was important to the overall arc of 

the story, to increase the tension build up througout. I tried to add back in some more static scenes - the shots of the clipboard (which also hinted at her 

position with the Parks Department), limited animation shots of more monsters, the big line of candidates preparing for their interviews. In addition, 

I found that when doing pose tests, certain scenes that had been very short (less than two seconds) in the animatic required 2-3 times their original 

length to properly emphasize the action. 

 

 I had seriously considered trying to animate most of the project within Flash, since nearly all of the Boston-area animation studios use           

vector-based animation. I believe there is a lot of potential for Flash animation to create appealing animation with a unique, handmade aesthetic, and I 

had hoped to experiment more with puppet-based and well-designed limited animation with that program. However, I realized that for the animation 

style of this particular film,  TVPaint was a better fit. I felt that I could better explore the basic principles of hand-drawn animation using a stylus and 

TVPaint; I hope to explore transferring these skills to other programs in the near future. 
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PRODUCTION BREAKDOWN
The Search for the Monster
of Lake Quannapowitt

PRODUCTION BREAKDOWN
Preproduction: 
•	 Main Character Designs (6) 

•	 Hazel  
•	 Woofie
•	 Monsters  (4 main, 5+ secondary)

•	 Storyboards 
•	 Animatic 
•	 Shot Planner 
•	 Color Beat Boards 
•	 Design Layouts (9)

•	 Town establishing shot
•	 Lake view with bandstand 
•	 Water/sky/tree  (wide & zoomed) 
•	 Bench by lake (wide, zoomed & very close up on right side)
•	 Bench scene reverse shot (wide & zoomed) 
•	 Bandstand steps (wide and zoomed) 
•	 Reverse shot from bandstand steps (wide) 
•	 Reverse shot from lake, bandstand in background  
•	 Plain water closeup 

•	 Sound
•	 Record scratch voices in Garageband
•	 Work with Zoe Yang (Music Production MFA student) for 

sound design & composition) 

Production: 
•	 Animation (TVP)

•	 Pose tests/timing Charts
•	 Camera moves testing

•	 Finishing animation/color
•	 Key frame animation
•	 Breakdowns & inbetweens
•	 Clean up animation 
•	 Color with LazyBrush Plugin

•	 Finalize full-color layouts
•	 Complete final design
•	 Add color & texture 

Post-Production
•	 Final Sound (ended up doing most of this on my own)
•	 Stitching scenes together in Adobe Premiere
•	 Titles & credits 

Final Review Preparation
•	 Collecting notes for Directed Study Journal
•	 Assembling Final Review Book & Portfolio
•	 Creating slides for presentation

Original # of shots 41
Original runtime 2:43
Original # of frames 3,927

Estimated # of days 
target padded

92 168

Final # of shots 60+
Final runtime 2:58 (including intro, but not credits; 3:43 total)
Final # of frames 4,272 (including intro, but not credits)

Estimated production 
days (post-midpoint)

About 190 working days 
(14 months total [see Gantt chart] x 4.5 weeks per 
month x average 3 full working days/week) 
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PRODUCTION SCHEDULEThe Search for the Monster
of Lake Quannapowitt

Fall 2012 Spring 2013 Fall 2013 Spring 2014 Summer Fall 2014

Sept Oct Nov Dec Feb Mar Apr May Sept Oct Nov Dec Feb Mar Apr May Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Story Development/Refinement

Storyboards

Character Design, BG Design

Animatic

Pose Tests (keys & breakdowns)

Cleanup  (includes in-betweens)

Color

Sound (recording, editing)

Titles, Credits

Final Review documentation

*Production schedule estimations vary from two to four 8-hour days/week
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The Search for the Monster
of Lake Quannapowitt PROJECT CHALLENGES

PROJECT CHALLENGES
The biggest challenge was taking on all aspects of film production when I was new to animation, but it breaks down into a few categories: 

Story: 

I loved elements of my story, but for a while felt as though it wasn’t quite working. I was surprised at how many times I ended up revising the story 

and was worried that I was doing so a bit too late in the process. However, I feel as though the changes really helped strengthen the piece, and I don’t 

think that they ultimately hindered my progress.  A screenwriting class before Preproduction might have helped me understand elements of story a 

bit better at the beginning, but I think I learned a lot from the way that it all worked out.  

Sound:

While I was in my Preproduction class, I saw a posting on Facebook from a Sound Production MFA student, Zoe Yang, asking if any animators 

wanted to collaborate on a project. I jumped at the chance, spoke with Zoe a few times, and sent a number of emails back and forth. Ultimately 

though, the timing didn’t work out; my final semester was delayed when my second daughter was born, so it didn’t work for Zoe’s graduation project.          

Although we were still planning to work together, Zoe just moved to NYC and started two jobs, so she has been very busy and unable to keep up with 

the schedule to complete the music in time for my final review. I very much appreciate the work that she was able to do on the project, but I ended up  

finding stock music and effects to round out the sound design for the film. 

Aesthetics:

Early on in the project, I had lots of conflicting aesthetic ideas and I wanted to incorporate ALL of them. Vector lines in Flash... but also rough pencil 

lines. A hand painted look for the backgrounds...but also textures for objects - at one point I scanned in a bunch of autumn leaves to use as textures 

for the trees. A UPA limited animation style, cut-out paper in the backgrounds...  Throughout the development of the project, I learned to limit my-

self to a small handful of choices that worked together - knowing that I can save those other ideas for future projects. 
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The Search for the Monster
of Lake Quannapowitt PROJECT CHALLENGES

PROJECT CHALLENGES (continued)
Software:  

At the time of the midpoint, I felt this was my biggest choice to make, related to the above issue: should I use TVPaint to create a traditionally hand-

drawn film or might I be able to acheive a handmade aesthetic in Flash, with limited use of tweening and incorporation of bitmaps? I was taking the 

ANM 628 Digital Animation class and had been learning quickly, but was not yet comfortable in the program.   I wanted to improve my skills using 

vector-based animation; it seems to be essential for most of the Boston-area studios.  In adddition, I was concerned about having enough time to 

complete the full animation and color work by hand in TVPaint and thought that Flash would speed up the process since puppet-style assets could 

be colored before the clean-up stage. However, I ultimately decided to go with TVPaint; I felt that it better fit the handmade look that I wanted, 

and it allowed me to further explore the basic principles of hand-drawn animation. I was lucky to get a bit more experience with Flash through an             

internship with the local studio FableVision in Spring 2014.

Confidence:  

I often found myself procrastinating before starting in on a complex scene, especially in the pose test stage. I think I was nervous that the final     

product wouldn’t live up to the concept in my head, or that I might waste time in experimenting with the right way to do each action. I think that 

the repetitive process of working on one scene after another was very important in building my confidence - as I completed each solid scene, with 

Sam Fleming’s feedback and encouragement, I felt more capable of taking on the next one. After 50+ scenes, I know that my process and capabilities 

have become much stronger. I also think that going through the iterations - thumbnails, storyboards, rough animatic, pose tests, cleanup -  helped          

me understand the importance of refining at each stage. That process takes a bit of pressure off  “getting it right the first time” and allows for a more 

playful, experimental approach, trusting that things will and should change as you go along. 


